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Abastract
Test-bed test system of automobile eddy current retarder is studied. After introduction to sensors needed and 
detection principles, the process of signal collection and treatment by singlechip is put forward. Besides, precision 
compensation and standardization of sensor is conducted, all constituent parts and function are introduced, including 
forward computer interface. Simple analysis and discussion is conducted on analogue principle of two operation 
stations of retarder. In the end, the design idea of test software is put forward and flow chart of the design is provided. 
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1.Introduction 
Automobile eddy current retarder has great part on automobile brake security and dirigibility, 
especially for oversize vehicle. As the test is a high speed and dynamic experiment, it is necessary for 
real-time treatment, analysis and visual display. So a good set of dynamic test system is the foundation for 
the experiment. During the process, dynamic rotation and torque should be detected and recorded, as well 
as temperature variation, to acquire reliable test data. 
Two working conditions are included in the test, which are simulation of inertia braking condition 
before braking and simulation of motoring condition in uphill braking. In inertia braking condition, the 
speed of inertia flywheel group is increased to high rotation, then the power is suspended. Braking 
strategy of retarder is selected and rotation feature relative to braking torque and temperature feature of 
rotor and stator is detected and recorded during the process. In motoring condition, power is not 
suspended under some rotation, and is balanced between power and load braking torque of retarder. In the 
process, torque balance is also needed to be detected and recorded, as well as balanced temperature of 
rotor and stator. 
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2.Analysis on test-bed condition 
In inertia braking condition, acceleration of inertia flywheel should be quite smooth. It can be 
smoothly accelerated for steps by serial communication between microcomputer and governor cabinet of 
DC regulated speed motor. The test is the simulation of automobile braking, which used to detect braking 
efficiency and strength of eddy current retarder through assembly bench test. Nowadays, inertia 
dynamometer is generally used to simulate braking condition, and detect all performance. While braking, 
kinetic energy of automobile consists of the energy during translation and rotation movement. In the test, 
rotating retarder flywheel is used to simulate above two energies, and braking function of non-brake is 
omitted. In the test, the condition of detected brake assembly and the brake assembly installed on the 
automobile should be the same, as well as workload. 
Fig.1 diagram of automobile inertia braking condition 
As kinetic energy concept: 
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The relationship of kinetic energy between automobile and test-bed is as follow: 
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Deduced as follow 
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Where: Iaˉautomobile equivalent moment of inertia, kg.m.s2˗Goˉautomobile no-load mass, kg; Ga
ˉautomobile full-load mass, kg; rˉwheel rolling radiusˈm; Voˉspeed on the braking, m/s; Viˉspeed 
when brake endedˈm/s; wˉautomobile wheel angular velocity, rad/s;¥ˉequivalent empty mass 
coefficient of rotating part. 
The above is the relation between whole mass and test-bed inertia. In the test, one or two brakes are 
generally detected. The load taken by each wheel should consider distribution ratio of braking force of 
front and back brakes: 
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Where:ӪΚdistribution ratio of braking force of front and back wheels;FfΚbraking force of front wheel 
brake; FtΚbraking force of back wheel brake. 
The moment of inertia corresponding to each front and back brake load is as follow: 
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Where:IfЁmoment of inertia corresponding to front brakeΙIrЁmoment of inertia corresponding to 
back brakeΙӬЁequivalent empty mass coefficient. 7% in large car test. 
In bench test, mainshaft rotation of test-bed should be kept correspondence with tested speed: 
nrV S2
60
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Where: VЁspeedΔkm/h; nЁmainshaft rotation of test-bed, r/min. 
After unit conversion is unified: 
r
V
n 65.2                           (8)  
In the test, test condition should be required to be the same as the actual working condition. While 
certain driving force is imposed, braking torque, braking time, deceleration and temperature can be tested. 
It is the simulation principle of inertia braking of eddy current retarder. 
In the simulation of motoring condition, with ongoing input power and 30m/s induced air, brake is 
used to decelerate the speed smoothly and test brake time, temperature and torque. 
3.Analysis on test system 
In the test system, there are simulation signal and digital signal. The basic design idea of the system is 
that, simulation signal after A/D transformation is sent to microcomputer for analysis, and digital signal 
after rolling counters forward by singlechip is sent to microcomputer as well, between them, computer 
can do other things. The system is composed of microcomputer, organized software in accordance with 
performance test of retarder, forward computer interface, sensor, signal conditioning equipment, 8032 
singlechip and so on. The test process is controlled and data is collected and treated by test software. The 
test system is showed in Fig.2. 
Axial force sensor Temperature sensor
Programmed filter 
Analog switch
Programmed gain amplifier
Sampling/ holding and A/C converter
Extension I/O parallel port
Software testing
Amplify transformation
Rotary transducer
Torque transducer
8032 singlechip
PC Output
Fig.2 test system of retarder test-bed 
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Non electrical quantity tested is transferred by sensor into electrical quantity. Because of much analog 
signal, it is transferred through mixing resistant lowpass, one selected from multichannel, 
gain-programmed amplifier and A/D, and sent to PC bus by expanded EPP/ECP for read and analysis; 
digital signal is amplified into standard TIL pulse, counted by outer counter, read, calculate and analyzed 
by computer. All analysis and result is output on site.  
According to requirement of testing parameter, it is a basic task to fix up and select corresponding 
testing sensor in the system, especially the rotation and torque sensor. The motor is used to provide 
movement and power and sensor is used to detect rotation and torque of retarder. The sensor selected here 
is gnetoelectric rotation and torque sensor, the structure and principle is showed in Fig.3. During the test, 
tested rotor of retarder and elastic axle of the sensor is rotated under fixed load and rotate speed. Inductive 
kick is generated in two group magnet coil around fixed in rotor sleeve. It is driven by outer gear set on 
two ends of elastic axle and internal gear in rotor sleeve. Inductive kick is changed in accordance with 
sine law, and the frequency is in direct ratio with elastic axle rotation. Under load torque, elastic twist 
transformation is generated in elastic axle, and relative phase displacement is generated in outer gear on 
two ends around. Two sine signals generated from two group electromagnetic coils has difference in 
phase, which is in direct ratio with elastic twist transformation of elastic axle and load torque imposed on 
retarder. The two sine signals can be detected and treated by appropriate method, and then the rotation of 
retarder and induction torque can be acquired. 
Because of dynamic rotation and torque detection by singlechip, the sensor signal is detected and 
treated by digital mode and of high antijamming capability and reliability. So automatic measuring 
equipment is designed on the base of singlechip 8032, and its construction is showed as follow. 
Miniprinter is used to record timely the rotation and torque imposed on retarder during the test. Signal 
waveform during signal treatment is showed in Fig.4. 
EPROM 
2764 
singlechip 
8032 
miniprinter 
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display 
Port expansion 
8155 
Signal detection 
circuit 
Keyboard Sensor 
Fig.3 constitution of rotation and torque detection system 
Fig.4 diagram of signal treatment and signal waveform 
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The dutyfactor of output Vout is changed with load torque. So the torque can be determined by Vout 
dutyfactor. Impulse frequency and dutyfactor detection can be realized by counter and interrupt capability 
of singlechip 8032. Let Vout connect to external interrupt 1, pin INT1, and interior timing/counter T0 and 
T1be set to the operating mode as in fig.5. Timing/counter T0 is in 16 bits timing mode, which is used to 
set sampling period; Timing/counter T1 is in 16 bits counter mode, when GATE1 and TR1 is set 1, 
machine cycle of singlechip can be countered by Vout during high level. On failling edge of Vout, an 
interrupt request signal is sent to singlechip. So a software counter can be set in interrupt service routine 
to count impulse number of Vout during sampling period set by T0. After treatment of collected signal by 
singlechip in accordance to (9) and (10), rotation n and torque M can be acquired: 
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Where, Kn and Km is rotation coefficient and torque coefficient with relation to parameter of sensor 
construction; t0 is sampling period set by T0, t1 is the time when Vout is high level during sampling 
period and counted by T1, t2 is the impulse number of Vout accumulated by software counter during 
sampling period. Obviously, t1/t0 is dutyfactor of Vout. 
Fig.5 working mode of timing/counter T0 and T1 
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During the test, the greatest influence on measuring result is from rotation and torque sensor, the 
precision and calibration of which has direct influence on test precision. So before the test, torque sensor 
should be calibrated, transformation ratio should be determined by linear fitting and calibrated error 
should be compensated by nonlinearity fitting. 
There is lesser error under small torque, but more error under big torque for torque sensor. With the 
increase of calibrated torque, error has nonlinear increases. The maximum can reach 6.5N͊m. So during 
actual measurement, the error must be revised. Loading and deloading error calibrated should be fitted 
with nonlinear least square method to get satisfied revised effection. Corrector formula is showed as 
follow: 
69914.00043676.0105221.8 26 u  xxy      (11)           
The maximum error after compensation is lowered to 0.6N.m, and detection precision is improved 
greatly. Before each test, zero calibration should be conducted under no-load. 
3 Software design of test system 
The primary task of software design is showed as follow. First, interface circuit is controlled correctly 
to realize channel selection, stored program control smoothing, stored program control amplification, A/D 
transformation, and coding and counting function of hardware design, by which detected signal of basic 
brake performance is read on-time into microcomputer. Second, existing data in computer is plotted and 
analyzed in time. Third, the tested data is stored and managed in the order of test item. Forth, treatment 
and analysis result is output in report. Basic block diagram of test system software is showed in Fig.6. 
4.Conclusions 
The design idea put forward is to analyze in two paths digital and analog signals. Digital signal is sent 
to 8032 singlechip directly for counting treatment and then to IPC(Industrial Personal Computer) for 
Selecting experiment condition
Testing start 
Inertia braking condition
Meeting experiment demand
Interrupt power
Opening retarder 
Motoring condition
Meeting experiment demand
Opening retarder 
Opening test module Record and output the results 
No  No  
Yes  Yes  
Fig.6 test-bed testing of automobile eddy current retarder 
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analysis. And analog signal after A/D transformation and a serial of signal conditioning is sent to IPC for 
analysis. The sophistication of test system is lowed and efficiency of data analysis is improved. 
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